Access to Utsunomiya City

- Utsunomiya with its mysterious underground labyrinth and Oya stone culture

Choose how does the space of city air-continued? In the enormous space where the walls stand tall and the pillars stand orderly in lines, the overlapping shadows of the illuminated pillars go on and on. When you run between the pillars, the same stone storyline repeats you again, and gradually you lose your sense of direction.

Oya stone mining began in the Edo era and developed as one of Japan’s leading mining industries, supplying 80 thousand tons a year at its peak, forming a giant labyrinth under the ground. Visitors are invited to the area of Oya stone production in Utsunomiya where the culture of mining stone and handling the mined stones continues undiminished.

Coffee & food in Oya's nature

Restaurants in the Oya area

A café built of Oya stone

Oya History Museum is valued for its beautiful lengthy storyline. The historical background of the stone mining and was awarded the Cool Japan Award in 2011.

Welcome to Utsunomiya — the city of gyoza (dumplings)

Utsunomiya is a city where visitors can enjoy live jazz performances everyday.
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